CORDELIA
Stinne Henriksen (vocals), Kasper Bai (guitars etc), Henrik Lynbech (piano/accordion),
Kirsten Riis-Jensen (violin), Emil Carlsson (violin), Morten Møller (viola),
Sofia Olsson (cello), Signe Gjesing (double bass), Kjell-Håkon Aalvik (drums/percussion)
This year Cordelia celebrates their 10 year anniversary. Formed in the summer of 2000 in
Aarhus, Denmark, Cordelia began as String Thing, when all 9 band members were studying at
the Royal Academy of Music. String Thing became Cordelia in 2003 but, despite the change of
name, strings are still a fundamental element in Cordelia's sound. Cordelia's self-titled debut
album was released in 2004.
Since then the members have spread out over most of Scandinavia, but ten years on they still
manage to come together for live performances and have just released their long-awaited second
album “At the Pink Pony” in 2009. Over the years Cordelia has developed an expressive
and dramatic live-performance style, reaching new heights of “maximalism” with their
musical acrobatics and grand theatrical expression.
Cordelia performs regularly in Denmark and their album “At the Pink Pony" has been very wellreceived by both audiences and press alike. “At the Pink Pony” has been called:
”…one of the fall’s most ambitious constellations in the Danish jazz CD sky – or, shall we say, to the edges. And the
ambition bears fruit. With Stinne Henriksen’s voice and big dramatic talent as a guide, we are taken around a
diverse and multi-faceted universe, which the musicians, with guitarist and arranger Kasper Bai in front, all seem
to master…when we are done hearing the ten titles, we don’t know what it is that has seduced us… this reviewer can
not avoid being moved over so much and so broad a musical knowledge and talent gathered in one place.”
- Danish newspaper Information
”…And what their newly released CD confirms is that they are people who know their stuff, and who are animated
by creativity and originality. …Stinne Henriksen is in all aspects a brilliant singer. Her songs are really of a rare
karat. Here are echoes of Classical, cabaret and music hall and delightfully seductive melody-lines supplied with
clever English lyrics. Surprising!”
- Danish newspaper Berlingske Tidende
”...Stinne Henriksen's superior vocal register really gives life to Kasper Bai's knife-sharp lyrics, while string quartet
and rhythm section make sunshine as well as grey clouds pass before the listener's inner eye...In and of itself, “At
The Pink Pony” is a unified and enormously well-played album.”
- Danish music magazine Geiger
...The band's Shakespearian reference is no coincidence. Cordelia is as musically complex as her literary creator and
the ambiguous musical landscape of Pink Pony, which spans the manic and tranquil, manages to be both thoroughly
entertaining and artistically satisfying.”
- Allaboutjazz.com
”...To categorize Cordelia’s music is like trying to catch a bar of wet soap…the defining quality of the music is the
unpretentiousness. This is actually fun (although also serious) music!”
- Danish music magazine Gaffa

See more at www.cordelia.dk and www.myspace.com/cordeliasongs
www.yourfavouriterecords.dk

